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3D branding gestures



package design

• obvious 3D form

• tactile dimension: how does the package feel to touch and hold?

• a significant marketing opportunity for products sold through direct retail 
spaces that display products in package

• shopping bags are advertisements that consumers kindly carry for free (and 
sometimes careful re-use, if they gain personal branding value from the 
brand on the bag)

• packaging can be an additional source of delight for the customer, after the 
product has won the person’s commitment



packaging design 
challenges

• must.. protect the product

• efficiently stack to minimise volume in transit and on shelf (and stack to a 
standard set of measurements determined by shipping containers)

• capture the eye of the customer

• cohere with/reinforce particular brand values

• increasingly, speak to the environmental credentials of the firm

• meet comply with various regulatory constraints (materials, recycling etc)



a spatial intervention 

SODASTREAM

to communicate a product’s value 
proposition 

& create a felt ethical imperative to 
embrace it
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Did you know?

Bottled water is not safer than tap water

(Food & Water Watch Organization)

The bottled water industry has created a misconception in the United States that
bottled water is cleaner, safer, and healthier than tap water. In fact, both
regulation and enforcement of bottled water safety is weaker than of tap water
safety. Federal, state, and local environmental agencies require rigorous testing of
tap water safety.

Bottled water is a waste of money

(Food & Water Watch Organization)

Americans spent $10 billion on bottled water in 2005 and paid up to 1,000 times
the cost of production, a major windfall of profit for the companies. Bottled water
can costs $7.50 to $11.00 per gallon in the supermarket but tap water costs most
customers only one-tenth of one cent per gallon.

Bottled water is bad for the environment

(Food & Water Watch Organization)

The United States is the world’s largest consumer of bottled water, purchasing 37
billion bottles in 2005. Our daily bottled water habit is bad for people and bad for
the environment. Bottled water wastes fossil fuels and water in production and

transport, and when the water is drunk the bottles become a major source of
waste.

 

 

SodaStream: Better than recycling

How Does SodaStream Help the Environment?

SodaStream is an "Active Green" product, meaning that consumers  are actively
reducing their CO2 footprint every time they make soda  or sparkling water at

home instead of buying it from the store. The more the system is used on a daily
basis, the more CO2 footprint the user actively saves. (This differs from "Passive

Green" products, which use green-friendly production processes, but their products
are not inherently helping the consumers save on their daily footprint.)

 

Because SodaStream uses water straight from the tap, the system makes
traditional store-bought beverage bottles obsolete. That means less plastic
manufactured, less plastic waste is created, and fewer bottled beverages must be
transported from manufacturers to distributors to stores to homes.

 

Globally, 206 billion liters of bottled water were consumed in 2008 (Zenith
International Global Bottled Water Report, 2008). The energy required to make
water bottles in the US only, is equivalent to 17 million barrels of oil (Container
Recycling Institute, 2002).

According to the US Recycling Institute, more than 80% of bottles in the US do not
get recycled and end up in landfills. Also, an estimated 4.7 million tons of
greenhouse gas emissions were produced in the process of replacing the 134
billion bottles and cans not recycled in 2005.
 

Using your own home carbonation system means:

Less packaging waste from cans and bottles.
Less pollution caused by transport of bottled beverages.

One SodaStream carbonator makes 60 or 110 liters, equivalent to 170 or 310
aluminum cans! When empty, the carbonator is refilled and reused, ready to make
more fizzy and tasty soda whenever you want it.

About Us  FAQs  In The News  Referral Program  Registration  Affiliates  Empty Carbonator Info  Mailing List  Contact Us  Careers  Investor Relations  Mobile Site

 

case:  
Soda Stream

simple concept

again very successful
revitalized after long history

home soda water maker

Cage campaign from 2010 to highlight 
waste of bottled drinks

Annoyed Coca Cola by putting a cage full of 
Coke empties in front of their head office





retail 
spaces



varied retail spaces

• varied conditions under which retail spaces are designed

•single vs multi brand

• for single brand retail spaces there can be direct alignment with the branding 
and visual identity of the brand

• for multi brands (eg. ‘select stores’ or general retailers) then the space might 
variously seek neutrality (risky in its dullness), to communicate an ethos 
(appealing to a target market), or multiple zones of ambience (as some 
department stores do, with more or less success)

•permanent vs temporary  spatial presence?



the showroom



tradeshow: temporary



the flagship store







‘select store’ & self-curation
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Cool cuts

CHESTERFIELD couches, antler trophies, a glass of Chivas and a bespectacled tailor tending
to a roll call of the establishment.

It’s the den of a bespoke fitting that appears to have more in common with 1900s Britain than today.
But this is the changeroom of a 21st century gentleman; subtle sartorial alterations are the
giveaways, such as an iPhone pocket here, an ankle grazer there.

Hollywood characters such as Don Draper and Harvey Specter of Suits are the modern-day style
icons, influencing the way men dress for everyday luxury.

While bespoke menswear is a significant investment, it’s an appealing guarantee that quality will
trump quantity and tradition will supersede trend.

It may sound old-fashioned, but Eugenie Notermans, director of the 40-year-old Melbourne-based
outfitters Hemdens, is but one of many bespoke tailors witnessing this sartorial renaissance first-
hand.

“We’re seeing a steady increase in the number of younger customers gravitating towards a very
clubby, polished aesthetic. I recently found myself teaching a few 20-somethings how to tie a bow-
tie. It’s a sign of people going back to old traditions.”

THE AUSTRALIAN

CARLI PHILIPS THE AUSTRALIAN FEBRUARY 12, 2014 12:00AM

Surfer Jimmy Niggles fronts up the new campaign from Sydney’s Zink & Sons, bringing together the traditional customer with a
younger, hipster crowd. Picture: Andrew Goldie Source: Supplied





ethos & ambience



a design ethos

eg. Naoto Fukasawa, Kenya Hara & Co 
Muji + beyond







Starbucks doesn’t 
advertise





designing for 
ambience

• through cultivating a distinctive ambience the retail space may ‘sell itself ’ to 
particular market segment (and actually create that segment if bringing a fresh 
perspective)

• curatorial judgement is critical: taste, a sensibility that will bring coherence to 
disparate objects, with diverse material, functional and aesthetic properties

• the ‘select’ retail genre is attractive both because it broadens the value 
proposition offered to consumers AND because the diversity of objects gives 
more resources for the retail designer to create ambience

• eg. ‘found objects’ allows a brand to be aligned with other brands, and their 
positive country-of-origin effects (eg. anything French!), or ethos (industrial, 
artisanal, delicate, ‘retro’, etc).









surfaces & 



space as host





hosting spaces
• multi-purpose spaces for varied events are increasingly well-designed to 

allow ready adaptability (Japanese traditional architecture - with the tatami 
grid system, sliding and removable doors and screens were influential). These 
are dedicated event spaces: designed for maximum variable functionality

• re-purposed spaces: modern heritage conservation values lead to 
pressures to make use of former schools, factories, warehouses, prisons, 
asylums etc. Functionally challenging, but sometimes brilliantly reworked by 
designers, they bring a distinctive ambience and strong positive heritage values 
statement.

• found spaces: the event planner finds a space that is not yet re-purposed 
and makes use of it.  A sub-genre is unauthorised use for music or art events.

• evoked spaces:  conjured, suggested spatial definitions through minimal 
physical or virtual interventions: ropes, lights, flags, lines, projections etc



re-purposed space: a former garage becomes coffee shop in Brisbane,  
Australia



repurposed space: Tate 
Modern











found spaces



Budapest ruin bars



Design thinking 
& refreshing 

public 
institutional 

spaces

Museum of 
Natural History

Paris





temporary space 
+

evoked space

@ Tokyo Design Week, 
with some simple 

projection mapping









facades as 
brand statements













windows & transitions

• ‘window dressing’ - the art of window displays in retail spaces

• offer a transition from the facade to the interior retail space

• window dressing also allows for regular refreshment: seasonality, responses to 
changing fashions, collaborative ventures, profiling particular brands























window  
dressing



coherence:
exterior + interior

context
Danish design values









orientation to site



Modern
Danish / Scandinavian 

design ethos









spaces + structures reference sites of meaning
Ben Gurion airport, Tel Aviv: the Third Jewish temple?





ambient design & place 
branding

Haneda International Terminal








